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Abstract—Communication latencies directly influence the per-
formance of distributed virtual simulations due to existent
dependencies between simulation elements. The High Level
Architecture (HLA) was designed to organize these simulations
and reduce communication overhead. Even though the frame-
work successfully manages data distribution, it is not concerned
of communication distances and the network topology, which
generate mostly of the delays in simulations. In order to provide
a solution for organizing distribution simulations according to
communication aspects, many approaches have been proposed.
The approaches that provide a broader solution consider the
proximity of resources in their redistribution algorithms. Even
though these schemes considerably improves simulation perfor-
mance, they are based on static characteristics of networking
resources. Thus, a redistribution scheme is proposed to include
communication delay as the main balancing metric and to
detect the dynamic changes in systems’ communication load.
Experiments have been performed to compare the proposed
scheme with the previous distributed scheme and to determine the
effectiveness of using delay for balancing HLA-based simulations.

I. INTRODUCTION

The decrease of communication latencies is highly valu-
able for distributed virtual simulations’ performance since it
prevents delays and improves execution time. Consequently,
the HLA framework provides mechanisms to organize sim-
ulations’ communication by allowing the transfer of useful
data. However, such mechanisms cannot decrease the commu-
nication latencies originated from the network resources or the
topological distances between the simulation elements. On the
other hand, static and dynamic balancing techniques exist to
diminish simulation intra-dependencies, but these techniques
are limited because they are unaware of dynamic changes from
the network infrastructure.

The HLA framework [1] was proposed to introduce a
standard that facilitates the coordination of distributed sim-
ulations. The framework is basically composed of a set of
rules, interface specifications, and object model templates;
these elements allow the re-usability and interoperability of
simulation elements, which are called federates. A distributed
simulation is composed of federates and Run Time Infras-
tructure (RTI) services, which are accessed to organize the
simulation execution. More specifically, the Data Distribution
Management (DDM) service in the RTI limits data transfers

by enabling transmission of only relevant information between
federates. This approach diminishes the consumption of net-
work resources; nonetheless, the service cannot prevent the
communication delays originated from improper deployment
of federates.

In order to improve the performance of distributed simula-
tions, many balancing approaches have been proposed. These
approaches attempt to organize the computational load and the
communication dependencies of simulation entities to maxi-
mize the utilization of resources and minimize communication
latencies. Even though the balancing of computational load
considerably improves simulation performance, distributed
simulations’ performance is totally involved with communica-
tion dependencies. Focusing on balancing HLA-based virtual
simulations for decreasing communication delays, schemes
were proposed in [2] and [3]. These schemes extended the
previous works by observing the proximity of resources to re-
organize federates. However, such balancing techniques rely
on a static network status scenario, which can mislead the
redistribution algorithm.

Therefore, in order for the previously proposed balancing
schemes to be able to detect the dynamic changes in the
networking resources, a redistribution algorithm based on
communication delay is proposed. The proposed scheme also
performs a proximity analysis that attempts to reduce or min-
imize the network latencies in virtual simulations. Likewise
the distributed balancing scheme [3], this balancing system is
organized in monitoring, re-distribution, and migration phases
in order to re-arrange federates dynamically. Furthermore,
even though the system’s structure is organized hierarchically,
the relations between its balancing elements are driven by
communication delays to adapt to the dynamic changes that
might occur during run-time.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, the related work and challenging issues are presented.
In Section 3, the proposed balancing system is described by
delineating its architecture and functioning. In the Section
4, experiments are defined, and their results are discussed.
Finally, in Section 5, the conclusion briefly outlines the paper
and delineates directions for future work.



II. RELATED WORK

Due to the importance of balancing communication load
of distributed simulations to improve their execution perfor-
mance, several balancing schemes have been proposed. Some
of such balancing techniques just consider communication
aspects in their decision-making part of their algorithms
while other techniques really reorganize the deployment of
simulation entities according to simulation inter-dependencies.
These inter-dependencies are influenced by communication
dependencies and generate cumulative latencies on simulation
time.

Look-ahead and communication rate are the main metrics
used in the monitoring and analysis of balancing schemes
to decrease delays in distributed simulations. The look-ahead
shows the simulation internal relations and provides means
to indirectly detect entities that cause slow execution of
simulations [4] [5]. On the other hand, the analysis of
communication dependencies allows the detection of direct
factors that influence simulation performance, such as network
distances and/or communication overhead; this analysis can be
performed statically [6] [7] for deterministic simulations by
observing their critical communication path or dynamically
[8] [5] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] for simulation entities
with unpredictable interaction behaviour. All these balancing
techniques do not consider the proximity of resources in order
to redistribute simulations, so two approaches [2] [3] have been
proposed to broaden the redistribution scope.

The proximity analysis enables more opportunities to reduce
communication latencies and to improve simulation perfor-
mance. In [2], the proposed balancing system is organized
hierarchically with a centralized data analysis that uses the
global view of entire system to re-organize load. In order to
overcome the negative aspects of this centralized design, such
as bottlenecks, synchronization, and overheads, a distributed,
hierarchical balancing design is introduced in [3]. Although
this approach cannot rely on a global view, it benefits the
balancing system by enabling independence and flexibility
between the balancing elements. However, even with this
approach, the balancing system is unable to detect the dynamic
communication load changes caused by external processes or
by the uncontrolled saturation of network resources. Therefore,
an analysis of these dynamic communication characteristics
is needed to coordinate the redistribution according to the
network resources’ status.

III. BALANCING SYSTEM BASED ON COMMUNICATION
DELAY

The adoption of a distributed structure for the proposed
balancing scheme allows to avoid synchronization issues,
preventing failures, delays, and overheads. The structure is
organized hierarchically according to the network topology,
which establishes the classification of simulations in different
domains. In order to react to dynamic changes, the balancing
scheme analyzes the current system’s load status, which is
obtained from the system’s recent past. This approach sim-
plifies the estimation procedure, but it does not provides the

most up-to-date status information about the system since the
data collection is performed asynchronously. The architecture
of the proposed balancing system is similar to the distributed
one in [3]. However, the inter-relations between the balancing
components are modified to incorporate awareness of commu-
nication delays.

A. Architecture
As described in Figure 1, the Group Manager (GM) or-

ganizes all the balancing scheme. This balancing component
controls simulation elements inside a domain, determining re-
distributions according to detected imbalances. As a conse-
quence of generating load re-distributions, a GM coordinates
all the balancing steps: monitoring, redistribution, and migra-
tion. In order for a GM to access the simulations elements,
it interacts with a Local Management Agent (LMA). A LMA
collects CPU utilization and communication behaviour of each
federate and passes this information to its GM; it also forwards
migration calls from GMs to federates. There are two sub-
components inside a LMA: the Communication Load Monitor
that realizes data gathering, and the Migration Manager (MM)
that forwards and coordinates federate migrations.

Moreover, awareness of resources’ load status is essential
for avoiding load imbalances, so a GM also accesses resource
management systems to obtain such data. Grid services are
used by the balancing system to obtain load information and
to transfer federates. These services provide tools that facilitate
the monitoring and scheduling of resources and applications
[15] and are related to Grid computing, which involves the
management of resources, applications, and institutions [16].

B. Balancing Scheme
As previously mentioned, the balancing algorithm is divided

in monitoring, redistribution, and migration. The monitoring
phase consists in collecting information and detecting im-
balances. The data collection is responsible for retrieving
information related to resources and federates that belong to
a specific domain. The collected information comprises com-
putational load of a resource, CPU consumption of a federate,
and communication status of a federate. Upon receiving the
collected data, a GM filters and analyzes it in order to detect
communication imbalances and redistribute the simulation
federates. This redistribution is performed between a GM
and its neighbour GMs. After a redistribution is determined,
migration is performed. Coordinated by a MM, the migration
is performed in two main steps [17] [18]. In the first step,
a federate is initialized at a remote resource after its static
data is transferred reliably through Grid services. During this
migration step, the federate’s execution is not suspended, so
the migration latency’s influence on simulation performance
is decreased. In the second step, a migration proxy is used to
intermediate the peer-to-peer transfer of dynamic data, which
is a federate’s execution state.

C. Detection and Redistribution Algorithm
Delay is the main metric employed to determine imbalances

in simulations. The use of delay allows a better adaption to
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Fig. 1: The Dynamic Communication Balancing’s General Architecture

run-time imbalances and awareness of network capabilities.
The delay provides means to observe the network conditions
from the simulation point of view, detecting when network re-
sources undergo overload. Because detection and redistribution
are based on communication delay, the inter-relations between
GMs are totally modified. Thus, since delay may change
dynamically, the direction to which federates are moved needs
to be modified accordingly, which is reflected on the balancing
behaviour.

In this proposed balancing scheme, delay is assumed as time
(milliseconds) spent per the amount of transmitted data (byte).
As a result, the system registers the delay of each message
sent by a simulation federate. The message delay is saved in
a circular queue of size N . Delay is a volatile metric and
oscillates frequently, so an average is calculated to produce a
more stable estimation that reflects the network status during
a ∆ interval, decreasing sudden oscillations. The parameter
N is used to limit the amount of stored information and to
assign more weight to the recent communication past. Since
this information is logged during a ∆ time interval, recent
communication changes that might occur at the end of the
interval may be discarded by a too long list of delay values.
On the other hand, delay oscillations can generate imprecise
values that vary too much when N presents a small value. In
order to simplify the issue, the circular queue is limited to 200
elements in the proposed system.

Furthermore, the balancing system needs to collect the total
amount of data transmitted and received by a federate during a
time interval. Therefore, this metric is provided upon request
of LMA, which aggregates data from all federates in a resource
and sends it to its GM. After monitoring data is gathered,
an average delay is calculated for each resource based on
its federates’ average delay. A GM then computes the total
amount of data transmitted in a domain, and it calculates the
average domain delay based on non-zero resource average
delays. After this information is obtained, the GM requests
the delays and data transmitted from its neighbour GMs.

Domain delays together with transmitted data portions and

goodput are used to identify distribution imbalances, as de-
scribed in Algorithm 1. The goodput is an application layer
metric that represents the amount of data delivered per time,
and it is assumed to reflect the network distance that each
domain is from the RTI; since goodput is obtained from
the application layer, the metric considers all the factors
that influence the transmission time until data is delivered
to an application, such as processing of transmitted packets
and the nominal network capacities in the distance between
two communicating parts. A greedy technique is employed
in the algorithm to determine a sub-optimal solution for
the simulation distribution. As a matter of simplification for
the problem complexity, this technique attempts to determine
the most appropriate distribution to improve communication
latencies. Based on delays, GMs are ranked, and pair analyses
are performed between the GM and each neighbour GM,
starting with the GM with lowest delay.

In the detection/redistribution algorithm, there are two ap-
proaches to even neighbourhood delays: to move communica-
tive federates to resources with larger bandwidth or to free
bandwidth for communicative federates. The former approach
is performed by detecting neighbour GMs with delay lower
than the GM’s. This allows the transfer of communicative
federates to better locations by iteratively comparing delays
and goodputs. If a GM’s delay is larger than a neighbour’s
delays plus an error, goodput analysis is performed. According
to this analysis, the resources that are in a closer location
(higher goodput) receive the most communicative federates.
These federates are obtained by previously ranking the fed-
erate list through their communication rate; this list is then
classified in three groups of communication intensity: high,
medium, and low. The resources that are not closer to the
RTI but present better delay receive federates with medium
communication intensity. In the second approach, if a GM’s
delay is similar to its neighbours’ delays ( delayext−error ≤
delay ≤ delayext + error ) and its goodput is better than its
neighbours’, federates with lowest communication intensity
are selected. In this later case, the balancing system moves



Algorithm 1 Detection-Redistribution Algorithm
Require: delayGM , delay list, abs commGM , abs comm list,

goodputGM , goodput list, federate list
while delayGM > max(delay list) do

order ascendingly(delay list)
temp GM ← select first(delay list)
if delayGM > (temp GM.delay + error) then

if goodputGM ≥ temp GM.goodput then
data comm← calculate transfer()
repeat

fed eval← select most comm(federate list)
if fed eval.ab comm ≤ data comm then

fed← fed eval
end if

until fed 6= ∅
else

data comm← calculate transfer()
repeat

fed eval← select med low(federate list)
if fed eval.ab comm ≤ data comm then

fed← fed eval
end if

until fed 6= ∅
end if
federate mig.add(fed)
adjust delays(delayGM , temp GM.delay)

else
endLoop

end if
end while
GM list← select similar delay(delay list)
order ascendingly(GM list)
for i = 1 to GM list.size() do

if goodputGM > GM listi.goodput then
data comm← calculate transfer()
fed eval← select lowest feds fit(data comm)
if fed eval.ab comm ≤ data comm then

federate mig ← select lowest feds fit(data comm)
end if
federate mig ← fed eval
adjust delays(delayGM , temp GM.delay)

end if
end for
return federate mig

federates in order to free bandwidth for the federates with
higher communication needs.

The parameter error used to define equivalence of delay
values corresponds to a percentage of the delay, and this
parameter is directly related to detection. The balancing may
never detect equivalency of delays if error is too small
or may include all delays if error is too large. In this
proposed scheme, based on extensive experiments, the error
corresponds to 3% of a delay.

For each iteration in any of approaches, a federate is selected
to be migrated. However, before a federate is selected for
migration, a communication load comparison is performed
using Formula 1. A federate is selected if its communication
load is lower than the value provided by the formula. This
evaluation is required to prevent federate migrations that can
aggravate the distribution conditions, producing additional
communication latencies in simulations.

comm transfer =
|d2 − d1| × (a1 + a2)

2× (d1 + d2)
(1)

Formula 1 estimates the difference of communication load
between two GMs. It uses the absolute amount of data
transmitted in the each domain (a) and delay (d) of each GM.
These absolute values provide means to identify the commu-

nication importance of federates in each domain during a time
interval (∆). The formula is used to obtain the difference
instead of a simple subtraction between the absolute values
because the subtraction may produce a wrong result. The
simple subtraction does not correspond to best sub-optimal
estimation since domains can present different goodputs and
external background processes might also be consuming the
network resources. The formula allows to incorporate a recent
communication and network pseudo-status in the calculation
through the introduction of delays. As a result, a more flexible
value is achieved, which reflects the sudden network changes
and allows a more precise load redistribution.

After a federate is selected to be migrated, communication
loads and delays are adjusted for the next analysis iteration.
Both GM and its neighbour receive updates for their respective
communication load and delay parameters. This adjustment
is introduced to control the amount of federates that are
transferred and avoid unnecessary migrations. If adjustments
are not realized, the balancing system may continuously over-
select federates (high, medium, or low communication inten-
sity) to be moved to resources in other domains. The absolute
communication load value is adjusted through a subtraction
(a−af ) or addition (a+af ), in which a is a GM’s value and af

is the communication load of the selected federate. However,
the delay adjustments require additional calculations. The
adjusted GM’s delay is obtained through Formula 2. In this
formula, the adjusted communication load value (a − af )
is used to proportionally determine the value for the delay.
Likewise, the adjustment of a neighbour’s delay is computed
through Formula 3. In this case, the federate’s communication
load is added instead of subtracted because the neighbour GM
is receiving load through a migration process. After these
adjustments, the neighbour GMs are ranked again and the
procedure (first approach or second approach) is initiated again
in another iteration.

adjd =
a× d

(a− af )
(2)

adji =
a× d

(a + af )
(3)

Finally, all federate candidates are grouped in a list of
selected federates together with their respective destination
neighbour GMs. These federates in the list are sent to their
GMs in order to perform the last step in the redistribution
phase. Basically for a migration, it is required information to
identify a federate, the resource on where it is running, and the
destination remote resource. Up to this step, information about
the destination resource is needed to complete the migration
call and trigger the migration processes. Therefore, the GM
groups the federate candidates according to their destination
GMs and issues a message to the neighbour GM, requesting
the proper resources to receive the candidates. Upon receiving
his request, the neighbour GM orders its resources by their
computational load and selects the resources with the least
load. In this case, communication latencies are decreased



without producing computational load imbalances in the sys-
tem. After resources are identified, the neighbour GM sends
their information to the GM, which defines migration calls
accordingly and forwards them to their respective federates.
The resources that were involve with the triggered federate
migrations are inserted in a list in order to be excluded from
the next balancing cycle. With this approach, enough time is
provided to resources to establish their normal execution, for
irregularities (oscillations) that are caused by the migrations
and can lead the balancing system to misinterpret the collected
data the are avoided.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to evaluate the proposed redistribution scheme’s
effectiveness, an experimental analysis has been realized. The
experimental analysis involved the execution of HLA-based
distributed virtual simulations on two computing clusters and
one computing server. One of the clusters (IBM) was com-
posed of 24 computing servers, which were inter-connected
through a gigabit Ethernet network link. Each computing
server contained a Quadcore 2.40GHz Intel CPU and 8 gi-
gabytes of RAM. The other cluster (Dell) consisted of 32
computing servers that were connected through a 2-gigabit
Myrinet optical network link. Each computing node contained
a Core 2 Duo 3.4 GHz Intel CPU and 2 gigabytes of RAM.
The additional computing server contained an Intel i7 CPU
with 8 cores and 6 gigabytes of RAM. This external computing
server was located in a different network, so it was connected
to the Dell cluster through a fast Ethernet network link and
to the IBM cluster through a 10 base T network link. Conse-
quently, due to the simulation dependency characteristics, all
the communication latency in the simulations is driven by the
these two connections to the external server, more specifically
to the connection with smaller bandwidth. In this environment,
Linux operating system and the Globus Toolkit 4.2.1 [19] were
installed to support all the experiments, and the HLA platform
with RTI version 1.3 was used to coordinate the simulations.

In the experiments, federates were deployed evenly on
the 56 computing resources in both clusters. The HLA RTI
executive that coordinated the simulations was placed on the
external computing server. In the same way, the proposed
balancing system was deployed on each cluster computing
server. Each server received a Local Management Agent, and
both management nodes of the clusters ran Group Managers.

A simulation scenario was used in the experiments; the
scenario embraced training operations coordinated in a two-
dimension routing space. Two teams of interactive tanks
were coordinated by federates in time-stepped simulations.
Each federate calculated the movement of a set of tanks,
and for communication purposes, the tanks performed simple
movements that did not require extensive computing. Also,
each federate realized the publication of new positions and
subscription to other federates’ tank updates. Generally, 200
federates composed the simulations and organized 1 to 10
tanks each in 100 time steps. In order to control the com-
munication imbalances, the tanks’ updates were reduced to
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Fig. 2: Performance Analysis with Increasing Number of
Communicative Federates

around 700 bytes while special objects were introduced in
some federates to produce a 54000-byte load, generating
considerable communication overhead.

A static, restricted communication imbalance is introduced
in the experimental simulations in order to observe the respon-
siveness of the proposed balancing scheme compared with the
previous distributed balancing system [3]. As shown in Figure
2, every simulation federate controlled one object (tank),
and some federates were selected to additionally coordinate
the update of special objects, which generated considerable
communication overload in the system. The curves in the
graph show the influence of the communication delay in
simulation performance as the number of communicative
federates increased in the simulations. The static distribu-
tion presented the worst simulation performance with the
induced communication imbalance since it did not modify
the distribution according to the simulation communication
behaviour. This linear, fast execution time increase was a
consequence of the severe bottleneck introduced between the
IBM cluster and the external computing server. Both proposed
and distributed balancing systems presented curves that grew
similarly. However, observing the focused graph in the figure,
the proposed scheme showed a better improvement, which
achieved almost the double of performance improvement when
compared with the distributed approach.

For the same simulations, Figure 3 describes the number
of migrations required by each balancing scheme to obtain a
simulation performance improvement. The distributed balanc-
ing scheme performed considerably more migrations than the
balancing scheme based on communication delay. This was
a result of the inter-relations between balancing components
in the distributed scheme; in order to minimize communica-
tion load, the balancing system constantly moved federates
between domains and a large effort was spent to achieve such a
distribution. On the other hand, the proposed scheme employed
communication delays to identify and control the amount of
migrations between domains, allowing the system to present a
better balancing efficiency. Nevertheless, the proposed scheme
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showed more instable results, which is identified by the large
error in its curve in the graph. This large variation was a
result of the delay oscillations during the simulations. These
sudden delay changes led the balancing system to vary the
redistribution, generating different simulation execution times.
Even with these oscillations, the proposed balancing scheme
presented a more stable redistribution technique than the
previous scheme, which reflected on the smaller number of
migrations.

V. CONCLUSION

A redistribution scheme based on communication delay is
proposed to improve adaptability of the previously-proposed
distributed balancing system for distributed virtual simula-
tions. The balancing system’s components are structured hi-
erarchically according to the network topology where it is
deployed. The use of delay imposes major modifications on
the inter-relations among the distributed balancing compo-
nents, which differs completely from the previous proposed
system but still allows independent, asynchronous interactions
between components. In this case, the structure is organized
dynamically as the network resources are available. Moreover,
the balancing scheme is organized in monitoring, detection,
redistribution, and migration, in which the detection and
redistribution basically rely on dynamic communication status.
Grid services are accessed in the balancing system to provide
monitoring computational load data, reliable data transfers and
process submissions for federate migrations.

The experimental results showed performance and effi-
ciency improvement when the proposed balancing scheme was
compared with the previous distributed balancing approach.
This improvement results from the reduction in number of
costly federate migrations. The use of delay as a monitoring
metric allowed the balancing system to avoid unnecessary,
precipitated load transfers, reducing the number of migrations.
However, the volatility of delay during the experiments evi-
denced the need of further studies to achieve more accurate
redistribution of simulation elements.
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